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telescopes together, the small telescope network 
hopes to bring these telescopes in full operation 
and offer Korean astronomers competitive 
observational resources. In this talk, we will outline 
the project, describe potential resources, and 
several science cases such as multi-messenger 
astronomy, supernovae, and AGN. We will also 
introduce how this project might be run, with the 
expected operation of the small network starting at 
2020. 
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본 연구는 소형망원경 네트워크 구축과 활용을 위해 수
행한 국내 천문대(천문과학관)에서 운용중인 주 망원경의 
현황을 파악하고 망원경보유 기관의 종사자들이 소형망원
경네트워크 구축에 대한 관심을 알아보보는 설문조사 및 
분석으로 구성되었다.  각 기관이 보유하고 있는 주망원경
에 대한 제원, 사용하고 있는 관측기기, 원격관측 가능여
부 및 향후 네트워크 참여 의향 여부 및 주망원경을 이용
한 교육프로그램 등에 대한 15가지 설문내용을 국내 망원
경보유기관에 설문의뢰해서 얻어진 결과들을 발표할 예정
이다. 국내 소형망원경들을 공동 활용하여 연구 및 교육활
동에 활발하게 사용하는데 기여하기 위한 방안의 일환으
로 사용될것으로 판단된다
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Based on our experience on exoplanet transit 
observation, we propose the exoplanet science 
cases with Small Telescope Network. One is the 
follow-up observation for validation of exoplanet 
candidates. TESS(Transiting Exoplanet Survey 
Satellite) is pouring out exoplanet candidates in 
bright stars(V<15) on all the sky. Since Small 
Telescope Network will consist of 0.5-1m 
telescopes, we will expect to produce promising 
outcomes from the follow-up observation of bright 
candidates. Next is the transit time observation. By 
spectroscopy of space and large telescopes during 

transit event, it can be possible to find the bio 
signatures in exoplanet atmosphere. So, in terms 
of cost, it is critical to determine the exact time of 
transit event. In addition, detecting the variation of 
transit time can reveal another exoplanet and 
exomoon in the system. In order to determine the 
transit time and its variation, the accumulation of 
transit event data is more important than the 
quality of photometric data. We expect that it can 
be a challenging project of Small Telescope 
Network.
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Binary systems of a white dwarf showing mass 
transfer activities are classified into cataclysmic 
variables and symbiotic stars. In the case of 
cataclysmic variables, the companion is usually a 
late type main sequence star filling its Roche lobe, 
where material is transferred through the inner 
Lagrangian point to form an accretion disk around 
the white dwarf. The disk becomes unstable and 
highly viscous when the surface density exceeds 
the critical density, leading to dwarf nova 
outbursts. In contrast, symbiotic stars are wide 
binary systems having a giant as the mass donor. 
Some fraction of giant stellar wind is accreted to 
the white dwarf giving rise to various symbiotic 
activities. In particular, half of symbiotics show 
Raman O VI at 6830 and 7088, which are important 
spectroscopic probe of mass transfer process. 
Monitoring observations using 1 m class telescopes 
will produce valuable information regarding the 
mass loss and mass transfer to white dwarf stars, 
shedding much light on the last stage of stellar 
evolution of low and intermediate mass stars.
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Small bodies in the solar system are pristine 
leftovers of planetesimals since the formation 
epoch (~4.6 Gyr ago). After the formation, icy 
planetesimals have been preserved in the distant 
cold place beyond 30 au (i.e., Trans-Neptunian 
region) until recently without any catastrophic 
processes but have just been injected into inner 
region (<~5 au from the Sun) to be observed as 
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comets. On the contrary, asteroids are rocky 
primitive objects (although some of them contains 
icy volatiles) distributing in the mainbelt between 
Mars and Jupiter orbits. Because of frequent 
encounters in the mainbelt, asteroids have 
experienced a number of repeated impacts until 
the present day. Namely, it is important to 
investigate thermal alternation process of cometary 
volatiles and refractories in the solar radiation 
field, whereas collisional and subsequence 
phenomena of asteroidal bodies. Although recent 
spacecraft observations revealed the physical 
natures on the surfaces of comets and asteroids, 
their interiors still remain largely unexplored.  

It is likely that a sudden brightening of a comet 
is associated with rapid sublimation of internal CO 
and CO2 or phase transition of amorphous H2O. 
An episodic dust ejection from an asteroid is 
causally related to an impact among asteroids, 
sudden sublimation of remaining subsurficial 
volatiles, etc. Because these transient phenomena 
provide rare opportunities to investigate their 
interiors, immediate observations using any optical 
instruments are particular important. In my 
presentation, I will review some examples of such 
transient phenomena in the solar system and 
propose possible collaborative research using the 
Korean Small Telescope Network.
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We report about the constellations discovered in 
Ara-Gaya Malisan tomb 13 of late 5th century. In 
December 2018, constellation-shaped grooves were 
newly found on the ceiling of the tomb 13 of the 
Ara-Gaya (42-532 CE.) polity in Haman(咸安). The 
tomb 13 is located at the top/center of the Malisan 
and is one of the largest burial mounds.  

Grooves were found in one of the slabs of the 
grave cover-stone (160 * 80~60cm). The total 
number of grooves are 134 and each groove has a 
diameter of 1.5~4.0 cm. The grooves were made by 
pecking or grinding. From the preliminary study , 
we identified these grooves with traditional 
constellations such as 房, 心, 尾, 箕, 斗, which 
correspond to Scorpius and Sagittarius of modern 

constellations near the Milky Way. 
It shows that advanced astronomy also existed in 

Ara-Gaya tomb while star charts were painted in 
Goguryeo tombs. This carries great importance in 
studying the development and exchange of 
astronomy in the Korean Peninsula.
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The 『Hun-Gai-Tong-Xian-Tushuo 渾蓋通憲圖說』, 
which was an important astronomical book in 
East-Asia, was published by Li Zhi-zao (李之藻, 
1565-1631) in 1607. This book was including the 
data of stars. We analyzed the data of stars 
recorded in 『Hun-Gai-Tong-Xian-Tushuo 渾蓋通憲
圖說』. Based on historical background, we assumed 
that the data of stars recorded in 
『Hun-Gai-Tong-Xian-Tushuo 渾蓋通憲圖說』 likely 
referenced knowledge from the ancient Arab/Islam 
culture. In conclusion, we assume a correlation 
with the star catalogue included in 『Almagest』 by 
Ptolemaios. Therefore, we think that this star’s 
data will become important data for comparison 
with the star catalogues published in Arabic/Islam. 
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The epochs of observation for the 28 
determinative stars in the Shi Shi Xing Jing and 
Cheonsang Yeolcha Bunyajido are estimated by 
using two fitting methods. The coordinate values in 
these tables were thought to be measured with 
meridian instruments, and so they have the 
axis-misalignment errors and random errors. We 
adopt a Fourier method, and also we devise a least 
square fitting method. We do bootstrap 
resamplings to estimate the variance of the 
epochs. As results, we find that both data sets 
were made during the 1st century BCE or the latter 
period of the Former Han dynasty. The sample 
mean of the epoch for the SSXJ data is earlier by 
about 15-20 years than that for the Cheonsang 


